
BLUEPRINT TO SUCCESS
DAY 4



Welcome

Welcome To The Blueprint To Success - 5 Day Challenge! 

I am super excited to embark on this journey with you over the next 5 days to
discover blocks that might be holding you back, to bring awareness to the
methods and processes that you can use to truly impact your life in such a huge
way to ultimately help you to manifest your dream lifestyle!

Now is your time to shine and truly step into that amazing human that you are.

Keep an open mind and enjoy the journey!  

Natasha xxx
T H E  P O S I T I V E  V I S I O N  C O N S U L T A N T  



 the clients average spend

 the frequency of visit

 Attract & Convert clients

Now we know how many customers we need each month to

hit our target, we need to work out a strategy to get to our

goal.

If the figure from yesterday's workbook of how many clients

you need to service was unrealistic we need to make some

changes.

The three key indicators in your business are:

Now I want you to score yourself below out of ten on each

particular area 

1 = Seriously needs improvement

10= I'm smashing this already

The areas that have scored the lowest are areas you need to

focus on with your strategy to get to your goals

When you have finished don't forget to comment on the day

4 video.

Evaulating



Tick the boxes on each area ranking yourself from 1-10



BOOK A CALL HERE

Want more?
If you are sick and tired of working all the hours and being the last one to get paid,

book a call with me today to see how I can help you. 
 

If you are feeling like you've had enough and are not sure which step to take next,
book a BLUEPRINT call with me below.

You Did It!

Next Steps

https://calendly.com/thepvconsultant/google-my-business-review
https://calendly.com/thepvconsultant/google-my-business-review

